That is the definition of this kind of sophistication, or perfecting, given in John Carter's ABC for Book Collectors,14
The perfecting of copies of the First Folio began in the last half of the eighteenth century. Peter Blayney attributes the early stages of this "breaking up and making up" less to the book collector's desire for a copy in mint condition than to the scholar's need, before type facsimiles and the use of photography, for the complete 1623 text. The motive for such sophistication, he observes, "was usually honest: to create an ap pearance of completeness, but not necessarily an illusion."15 However, by the end of the nineteenth century booksellers "selling on" a scholar's working copy of this kind could advertise it as "complete" with few ques tions asked. They regularly assembled the available stock of fragments and broken-up books ("hospital copies" they were called) into new "com plete" volumes. In such a setting, the making of a remboitage is almost to be expected, and the one passed off on Morgan would have surprised few in the trade at the time. The letter was presumably sent to clarify information Davis had written or related to Lee earlier; it is concise and factual, as befits a civil engineer whose profession required him to be precise about details. Davis makes no mention of Lee's statement that he had "followed the history of Mr.
Morgan's copy very closely," and does not correct the information that he possessed the discarded covers, merely stating that he had seen the The most charitable explanation for this confused account is that Lee simply no longer remembered the precise details of a story nearly twenty years in the past. In attempting to assemble his recollections he conflat ed information from various sources and assigned it vaguely to Davis. Victorian eyes infinitely more than that of an eighteenth-century bish op, and the high sum James Toovey reportedly refused for the Folioand which it subsequently obtained when sold -would suggest that he Toovey's personal library catalogue proves to be a remboitage as well.91 * * * When James Toovey retired in 1883 his business was carried on by his son, Charles James Toovey. The elder Toovey's will, signed on 30 Octo ber 1891 and proved on 20 October 1893, six weeks after his death, sug gests that despite his apparent pride in his personal collection, he did not distinguish it, as an asset, from the fine library referred to in his obituary. At his death he was living not at Burnham Abbey but at "Manresa," Hendon, with his daughter Eliza, who was both an executor (along with Charles James, the eldest of his four sons) and the residuary legatee of his estate. He gives C.J. the option of purchasing within a year from his death "all books and manuscripts of which I may die pos sessed and my volume of autograph letters at the sum of Eight thousand pounds";92 otherwise the books are to be sold for the benefit of the es tate. Until such sale, the books are to be left in the custody of Eliza original old calf, with lettering, full of rough leaves. 13% x 83A. Mr. C.J.
Toovey." How did Roberts obtain this information? As it happens, the words "full of rough leaves" are repeated exactly in a letter of C. J. Second, though the mysterious binding with the bishop's arms is al ways a possibility, we think that the simplest explanation of the presence of the Brownlowe bookplate in the Folio is that it probably belonged to the "Sidney" binding. We are left to imagine which of the learned works paid for by Sir Robert Sidney and later disposed of by the Bodleian would have appealed to an unliterary aristocrat. The present authors' fancy (though we emphasize that it is only a fancy) rather leans towards Gulielmus Rondeletius's Libri de piscibus marinis in quibus vera piscium effigies expressa sunt (2 pt., Lyon, 1554,1555), with its many small -and to a fisherman very delightful -illustrations. The Morgan Library owns a copy, and when we set the "Sidney" First Folio and their Rondeletius side by side, it seems to us at least a possibility. 
